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笑顔のために
For Everyoneʼ s Smile

Aderans

Top Message

The year 2013 is the 45th anniversary of our
company. Since establishment in 1968, we
have developed our business with the
principle to “resolve issues that our
customers have about their hair” .
Fortunately, our company name “Aderans”
has been famous and our products have been
well received by a number of customers.
Accordingly, our responsibilities for
customer and society have become more
important.
Representative Director
Chairman and President

Nobuo NEMOTO

To grow our responsibilities properly is our
Corporate Social Responsibility(CSR).
In the future, to turn “Aderans” into a world
brand, we strive to create new social values.

Management Philosophy
Our corporate mission, as the Aderans Group, is to utilize our
hair-related business to help as many people as possible acquire
the physical and emotional qualities that underpin the realization
of dreams and promote a good impression, and in so doing, bring
smiles to faces and support happy lives.

We strive for
-Product excellence
-Technological excellence
-Heartfelt omotenashi*
* A level of customer-oriented politeness and genuine warmth that makes customers feel
welcome, valued and respected.
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into a world brand
Expanding our business filed, our social
responsibility has needed more global.
To become global, our actions, such as
allocating management resources, developing
products for customer needs, expanding
international business, globalizing supply
chain and doing with global CSR, has become
more important.
We hope that our staffs work with rewarding
and confidence, gaining profit stably, being
conscious of social responsibility, maximizing
their own performance and acquiring new
abilities.

Representative Director
Vice President

Shigeru ISHIKO

We aim to be global Aderans group with
CSR mind.

Company Name

Aderans Co., Ltd.

Men's Wigs

Women's Wigs

Custom-made wigs, hair-volumizing products,
and services to promote and maintain healthy
hair growth for men.

Custom-made and ready-to -wear wigs as well as
services to promote and maintain healthy hair
growth for women.

Representative

Representative Director, Chairman and President
Nobuo Nemoto

Established

March 1, 1969

Paid-in Capital
¥12,944 million
Head Oﬃce

Sumitomo Fudosan Yotsuya Building 6F, 7F,
13-4 Araki-cho, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo
160-0007 JAPAN

Stock Listing

Hair Transplantation

Overseas Hair Restoration

The world leader in providing medical and
surgical hair loss solutions, Bosley has performed
more than 240,000 hair transplantation
procedures on men and women from more than
60 countries.

Leading provider of non-surgical hair restoration
and hair loss prevention services to promote and
maintain healthy hair growth as well as hair
transplantation for men and women in USA.

BOSLEY

First Section of Tokyo Stock Exchange

Number of Subsidiaries
53 companies
Number of Shops in Japan
363 shops
Number of Employees in Japan
2,050 persons
Number of Employees in Overseas
3,255 persons
Number of Business Countries
16 countires

France
Germany
Belgium
Netherlands
United Kingdom
Sweden
Norway
Denmark

Japan
China
Taiwan
Thailand
Philippines
Singapore
Laos

United States
Canada
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Our New “Activities with Social Values”
JIS Standardization of Medical Wig
We promote standardization
of medical wigs in JIS (Japan
Industrial Standards) scheme
for patient’ s quality improvement.
We fully supported administrative process for the application to Japanese Standards Association.

JIS Standardization is a big
step forward in public subsidies such as insurance coverage and medical expenses deduction.
We continuously seek to provide suppor t for patients to
relieve some of financial burdens and stress.

Thanks to Aderans’ s
cooperation

NMK.GR.JP
Executive officer
Hidetoshi KANEKO

I'm deeply grateful to Aderans for
this JIS Standardization of
medical wig. Until now, there
was no clear criterion in wig for
medical.
Currently, JIS Standardization of
medical wig is in the process of
authentication by competent
minister.

Committee members of JIS working group

Collaboration with
various participants
The draft of JIS standardization was
completed by the collaboration with
industry group, knowledgeable
persons, METI and consumer
representation. JIS Standardization
Aderans
of medical wig is world first. We will
Corporate Development supply our products for patients
Hiroyuki MATSUOKA security and safely.

Cooperative Business with AIU
With AIU Insurance
Company, Ltd., the Aderans
group has started cooperative
business since March 2014.
In this collaboration, AIU
sells insurance that covers the
cost of medical wigs.
We w i sh t h at t h i s
collaborat ion would ma ke
medical wigs known to the

public and improve QOL of
patients who have problem
about hair loss with side effects
of cancer treatment.
Collaboration with medical
wigs and medical insurance is
the industry's first.

For patients’
quality of life and smile
Hair loss is one of issues for cancer patients who are in
a side effect of chemotherapy.
To support them, we have added new way of claim
paid to health insurance. We recompense their

AIU Insurance Company
A&H Product Planing manager
Tokuichiro KOMINE
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purchase of wigs.
We hope this cooperative business with Aderans will
make more relief to customers.

“For Smile” , which is our csr booklet title,
is a message of this collaboration.

The Aderans group has developed and expanded “activities with social values” .
These activities with core business are our Corporate Social Responsibility(CSR).
Since CSR project started 2011, we have grown new activities and various collaborations.

"Fontaine Green Forest" recognized
as advanced effort in UK business journal
Prof. Wagner from University
of L eice st e r re cog n i ze d
"Fontaine Green Forest" as a
precedent case in aspects of
social cont r ibut ions and
business sales, along with
sustainability. He will take this
up to British business journal
as advanced effort.

Impressive activity

Prof. Wagner
University of Leicester

Fontaine Green Forest Campaign is
so distinctive. It has both aspects of
social contributions and sales, along
with sustainability.
In recycle of wig and planting trees,
this activity has eco conscious and
motivation to purchase new wig.

Presentation at the World Conference on ESD
We h a v e p r e s e n t e d o u r
Aderans group activities at the
World Conference on ESD held
in Okayama in 2014. It was the
final year of the UN Decade of
Education for Sust ai nable
Development (2005 - 2014).
ESD stands for Education for

Sustainable Development. ESD
promoted by U N ESCO is
education for the next
generation necessary to shape
hu m a n a nd e a r t h f r ie nd ly
future.

Visit by the Governor of Florida, U.S.
The governor of Florida, Rick
Scot t, visited the Aderans
headquarter in November 2013.
The gover nor empathized
with our vision, “our business
spread more smile to the world,
with love for customer and

society” . The governor showed
h ig h a p p r e c i a t io n fo r o u r
implication of in-house salons
at hospitals and job creation by
our purchase of Hair Club, a
U.S.-based company.

The United Nations Global Compact
Since April 2014, the Aderans
group has participated in the
United Nations Global
Compact.
To m e e t i t s p r i n c i p l e s ,
Aderans Group takes
advantages of the strength in
our globally expanding

business activities, such as
material procurement,
pro duct ion i n fa ct or y a nd
expansion of the sales area.
As a role of a global enterprise
that contribute to society, our
challenge is to create more
sustainable society.
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Research & Development
As a total hair solution company, the Aderans group is not only a wig manufacturer but also a medical
research institution about hair. We have focused on cooperation with doctors, collaboration with partners,
and joint studies about the leading theories.

Cooperation
Doctors

Hair Research

Material
Partners

Hair-growth
theory

Hair Transplant

The field of R&D
Processor
Partners

Hair Restoration

Bio
Technology

Hair Increasing

Donation
Courses

The expansion of our resolution in hair
issues of our customers.

Next challenge for artificial hair
Almost order-made wigs are
made of human hair.
We s t a r t e d t o s t u d y o f
a r t i f icial h ai r f rom 1983,
assuming shortage of human
hair and stable wig supply.
In 1987, we succeeded in
realization of artificial hair,
which simulated the cuticle
human hair. Since 1990, we
have supplied it as “Cyber
Hair” .
“Cyber Hair” was
appreciated from the oversea,
received the Innovation award
in “Mondial Coiffure Boaute
2002”

Reduction of the use of
human hair

The use of human hair is one
of problems in wig industry.
Our artificial hair is similar to
human hair, the Aderans group
use artificial hair, so the use of
human hair turns to minimum.
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Prof. Takeshi KIKUTANI,
Tokyo Inst. of Technology ,
appraised our artificial hair and
presented at annual
con fe re nces of T he Japa n
Society of Polymer Processing
for 3 years.

Furthermore, we succeeded in
realization of artificial hair,
which simulated the smooth
texture of human hair. In 2006,
we have supplied it as “Vital
hair”

Natural Hair

Normal artificial hair

Cyber Hair

Environment-friendly
materials

Our artificial hair is made of
polyester. However we don’ t
use vinyl chloride material. If it
was burned, it emitted less
pollutants.

Vital hair

Continuous
Challenge
To achieve customers’
more needs, we continue
R&D and realizization of

Aderans
R&D Division
Masatoshi SEKI

more natural and
functional artificial hair.

Through our hair-related business, we contribute to enrich human life.
It is that policy of Aderans’ s Research & Development(R&D).
To accommodate a request from customers, we keep R&D going
Collaborative research with academic institutions
The Aderans group has been collaboratively workingon a variety of themes with universities and research
institutions. We are exploring for new insightsfor hair. We improve our merchandises by using achievement
of those research based on academic advice and proven data. It helps us to enhance customer satisfaction and
expand our business.

University of Tokyo 2012~

We h a v e c o l l a b o r a t i v e
research on hair in scalp care
science with a study group of
P r o f . H i r o m i S A N A DA ,
Graduate School of Medicine.

To e s t a b l i s h s c a l p c a r e
for cancer patients
Hair loss is one of the painful side effects of
chemotherapy. We aim to realize well-being for
patients in receiving treatment. Now, we study scalp
care science clinically, to establish nursing care,
improve scalp condition before or after of treatment
and restore healthy scalp.

Osaka University 2006~

With a research team led by
Prof. Satoshi ITAMI, Graduate
School of Medicine, a pioneer
in hair research in Japan, we
are investigating the
mechanism of hair loss and
growth.

Oita University 2013~

University of Tokyo
Graduate School of Medicine
Nao TAMAI

May 2014
Our research result, that wig
improves QOL of cancer
patients, was first announced
to the world.
At Aderans Science Symposium
Presentation of associate professor

Shigeki INUI,

January 2013

We collaboratively examine
prevention of hair loss, a side
effect of chemotherapy, with
Assoc. Prof.Masabu m i
I N O M ATA . He i s o n e of
leading researchers in cancer
research.

Start collaborative study about
prevention of hair loss, a side
effect of chemotherapy.

To s u p p l y b e s t p r o d u c t s
As a total hair solution company,

from human hair to artificial hair,

Research & Development is

prevention of hair loss by effect of

important to carry out our social

chemotherapy.

mission in our csr.
Aderans
Director, in charge of
Sales HQ and R&D
Yoshihiro TSUMURA

To supply best products, our
research themes are wide. For
example, improvement of quality,
environment-friendly materials, shift

We research these theme with
business-academia collaborations or
partners.
For world smile, we continue going
R&D and making best products.
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Warm-Heartedness
Heartfelt omotenashi*

*O motenash i: A level of customer- or iented politeness a nd genui ne wa r mt h
that makes customers feel welcome, valued and respected.

Out of our management philosophies, which encompass “the best products” , “the best technology” , and
“heartfelt service” , realizing merely one of these is not sufficient, and fulfilling all three is prerequisite for
resolving our customers’ issues. All of these concern our thoughts on how we resolve our customers’ issues
about their hair.

Barrier-free in-hospital hair salons
and Mobile Salon Chairs
It was difficult problem for
hospitals to fulfill patients’ hair
due t o t hei r il l ne sse s a nd
treatments.
Since September 2002, the
Adera ns g roup has been
organizing barber shops and
beauty salons in hospitals and
offering various support to
patients hair.
The shops have been made
barrier-free so patients can

come in wheelchairs.
Mobile salon chairs have been
adopted at all shops in
con side r at ion of pat ient
conditions, so that we may be
prepared to move anywhere
within the hospital.
Nowadays, we opened 20
salons in Japan and will expand
to not only Japan but also the
world.

Seminars on Appropriate Services in Medical Care
The Aderans group sold its
first medical-use wig in 2005,
and all staff involved in sales
we re re qu i re d t o at t e nd a
s e m i n a r o n m e d ic a l c a r e
presented by outside
specialists.
More than 1,500 employees

have attended our medical care
seminars.
Most people who purchase a
medical-use wig are unwell, so
it is vital that sales staff have an
accurate understanding about
diseases.

Best Technologies

Knowledge of hair and skin

We have our own cer tif ied
engineer exam and training
program mes. Our staffs at
ret ail stores a nd i n-hou se
hospital salons are qualified as
hairdressers and barbers. They
have best techniques for styling
w igs a nd of fe r se r v ices
meeting diversecustomers'
needs for hair.
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O u r ai m is to pa ss on ou r
knowledge on hair and skin to
our customers.To meet our
goal, we became a member of
Japan Hair Science Association
and encourage our staffs to
attain hair adviser certification.
270 staff members are certified
hair advisers (as of August
2014).

Many staf f members in Aderans being
certified as certified hair advisers. At present
over 13% of all is Aderans’ s staff members.
Mr. BBNNAKA, general manager of Aderans,
was installed as one of our directors, with
feeling sympathy for our community’ s
growth.
I wish that Aderans and our community
collaborate and make synergistic effects.

Japan Hair Science
Association
Managing director
Hiroshi SAKAGUCHI

To get the trust of customer and society, we have made internal environment challenging
so that our staffs demonstrate abilities to the fullest. Our continued challenge will create
social value in order to offer gratification and hope to our customers.
Smile and Joy
Through our hair-related business, we have continued to make efforts in various activities, both inside and
outside Japan. We consider ways to spread smile and joy for not only our customers who use the Aderans
group products but broadly across society.

Postponed the deadline of “Maintenance Support Service”
for Wigs in “One World Project”
The support group “One World
Project” delivers care products
such as wigs for medical uses
for cancer patients who had
been affected by the Great East
Japan Ear thquake. The
Aderans group has begun a
“Maintenance Support
Service” for wigs since July
2012.
The deadline of this service
w a s J u n e 2 014. A s m a n y
requests come, we postponed
the deadli ne for more t wo
years.

Donation of Wigs
to Hospitals in Thailand
Fa c t o r y i n T h a i l a n d h a s
donated wigs to hospitals since
2012. The prototypes of wig
had previously been discarded.
The Aderans group started to
donate and make use of these
wigs.

One World Project
Representative Director
Mayumi TERADA
It is blessed news that the
Aderans postponed
deadline of care service for
two years. We, patients and
medical staffs, appreciate it.

Fukushima Medical University Hospita
specialized nurse for Cancer patients
Asako MIURA

Christmas Santa Project
We h a v e c o n t i n u o u s l y
conducted "Christmas Santa
P roject" for more t ha n 30
ye a r s. T h i s p r oje c t i s for
children who need to stay at
hospitals during the season. We
visits hospitals to give them
presents. In 2013, we visited 18
hospitals in Japan.

In fukushima medical
universit y hospital, we
supplied 260 patients wigs
with the help of One World
Project. Patients, whose hair
were shampoo and cut, said
thanks.

Collaboration with In-hospital
hair salon and Studio AD
We have started collaboration
with in-hospital hair salons and
Studio AD's skills in art.
These make-up skills helps to
know how change patients'
impression and get their smile.

Support for “My New Hair”
“My New Hair” is a charity
orga n i zat ion for people
suffering from cancer, set up
by world class hai r st ylist
Trevor Sorbie.
We s up pl ie s w igs t o t he
charity and provides coaching
to beauticians in hair cuts.
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Feature of Our CSR Project
P o i n t１

Defining CSR as integrating with business

The 1st point in our CSR is defining CSR as integrating with business : The purpose of CSR is “To achieve healthy
and lasting corporate growth” . We defined CSR as the driver of corporate growth.

Our CSR Policy

CSR by integrating with core business

To achieve healthy and lasting corporate growth,
with the trust of customer and society, the Aderans Group has developed and expanded “activities with social values” . These activities with core
business are our Corporate Social Responsibility

CSR for Value Creation
Responsibilities
Customer Satisfaction for Customer

(CSR).

Point 2

Compliance

Basic
Responsibilities
for Society

V i s u a l i z a t i o n o f “A c t i v i t i e s w i t h S o c i a l Va l u e s ”

The 2nd point in our CSR is radical visualizing of ubiquitous “Activities with Social Values” in
the Aderans Group and aggressive communicating the values to internal and external of the
Aderans Group.
* “Activities with Social Values” : resolve social problem with our excellence.
CSR Booklet
For Smile

Point 3

CSR
Communication
Report

CSR Leaflet

CSR
Web site

Expansion of CSR activities to new field

The 3rd point in our CSR is to put CSR activities in business process. In sight of our customers,
we have acted with ethical factor dynamically.

Japan

Joint Studies with Universities
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Thailand

Environmental Efforts in factories.

United Kingdom

Support for “My new hair”

Sweden

Expansion of in-hospital hair salons

Since establishment, we have integrated our values and advantage with business and
developed our business, with the principle to “resolve issues that our customers have about
their hair". We will show 3 features in our unique CSR activities.

Discovering
To discover ubiquitous “Activities with Social Values” in the Aderans Group, we focused on discovering and
collecting such activities in a cross-sectoral and worldwide manner. We reviewed all business processes from
product planning to after-sale service in the point of view of CSR, interviewed persons in charge of each
business divisions.

Asking to outside
As discovering “Activities with Social Values” , we cataloged them from points
of duration, importance and bound. And we continued conveying the values to
internal and external of the Aderans Group aggressively. The feedbacks form
external helped a lot to avoid being egocentric.

Visualization
Therefore, we categorized these activities into four themes, “Social and Regional Contributions” , “Comfort and
Safety for Customer” , “Environmental Efforts" and "Academic and Cultural Activities", and compiled them in
"CSR Communication Report" and "CSR Booklet: For Everyone's Smile".

Communication
To send a message, “Our activities are appraised by society” , for our staffs, we communicated
not at the induction course, but as workplace communication with “CSR Booklet: For
Everyoneʼ s Smile” . CSR communication at the business meeting, our staffs rediscovered the
meaning of their activities, met the existence of activities they didn't know and changed their
thinking to positive.
Nowadays, collaboration with sales marketing and CSR has been spreading, such as “Care for
Hair and Wigs” speech at the seminars hosted by security companies or insurance companies
for their customers, “CSR: enhance corporate value and corporate memberʼ s belongingness”
speech at the lectures in some universities.

The core of our CSR is communication

Aderans
General Manager, CSR Division
Mutsuo MINOWA

We put emphasis on communication
in our CSR activities .
Since CSR project started 2011, we
started cross-sectoral discovering
“Activities with Social Values” , and
realized "Visualization" with "CSR
Communication Report" and "CSR

Booklet: For Everyone's Smile".
The important role of CSR division is
CSR communication. We convey our
“Social Values” , what activities in our
business are going, not only to
employees but also to customers,
partners and world.
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株式会社アデランス

東京都新宿区荒木町 13 番地 4
住友不動産四谷ビル 6 階・7 階

Aderans Co., Ltd.

Sumitomo Fudosan Yotsuya Building 6F, 7F,
13-4 Araki-cho, Shinjuku-ku,
Tokyo 160-0007

CSR 推進室

CSR Promotion Oﬃce

TEL: 03-3350-3542
E-mail: csr@aderans.com
URL: http://www.aderans.com/csr/

